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cradles; typewriters. . . . Yes, under each arm a cradle.
The huge brigands beset his form, tall in the moist darkness.
This is the most Northerly point attained by the Great Trade
Route. The brigands demand in raucous voices . . . bak-
sheesh. Flemish baksheesh.
. . . He staggers. He is almost down. Enhanced with
cradles he suggests a huge crust of bread beset by carp upon
the surface of a Flemish duck-pond.
, . . He is lost. We shall have no Fuehrer! I am sitting
in a dark bus beside the for-six-years expatriated Brooklyn-
Roman matron, the mother of the twins, with their attend-
ants, admirers, furs, wraps, milk-bottles. Dimly illuminated
fragments of Flanders surround us. The Brooklyn matron
maintains a shining Roman calm. The Pax Romana. In spite
of the fact that her shining spouse has disappeared beneath
the waves.
... It is time I become a hero. I roar from a deep chest:
"Gij hebt nix te bekommen. . . . Het maatschapij betahlt!"
* . . Those brigands scatter semicircularly as if a bomb
had fallen amongst them. From a distant horse-shoe of
their dim forms enormous Flemish obscenities bellow out,
as if they vomited. I learned Flemish on the Fields of
Flanders. Where the poppies grow. Only there were no
poppies then. I give it them back. You would blush to hear
and understand what I say.
The Leader has re-emerged. He tries to regain the
Brooklyn matron, formerly expatriate, buried in furs.
He has a cradle under each arm. The door of the bus is
thus insufficiently wide. He has only found sixty-two pieces
of baggage. You would have thought he would not have
forgotten the cradles under his arms.
_ §
Antwerp surely is a big city. Crowds. Darkness. Flemish
brick. It might be Grimsby ... Or Salem, Mass. At last,
great broad dock streets. With arc-lights spitting and
pavements like billiard-tables. Let us stop the bus. We have
no cigarettes. No one has any cigarettes. You can get
French cigarettes here. But Belgian cigarettes are just the

